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Miriam and Freya, both 2 years and seven months, are exploring
‘the light’, and their shadows cast by the overhead projector on
the wall.They started with large movements (moving, jumping,
waving..) before moving on to smaller ones (fingers).The girls
constantly observed each other, following the other’s actions
when a new movement emerged and at times, extending on the
movement of the other; creating a new movement – a new 
shadow.They communicated with few words, but there were
always times where laughter was shared over a funny moment.

Drawing the second self
Later the girls were invited to draw shadow pictures, using the 
photos as a reference point. Freya started drawing her shadow
using the fine pen in circular movements. Miriam observed and
imitated her strokes. Freya continued, while Miriam stopped and
changed the way she was drawing. She drew small circular marks,
before using a thicker pen to make intensely black strokes over
the top.While looking at the photographs, Freya called out,Miriam
as she pointed at Miriam’s photographic shadow. Miriam 
responded by pointing to her drawn shadow as she continued to
draw. Miriam understands her drawings have meaning and
attempted to communicate this to Freya. Drawing is an incredibly
powerful tool ... a language - that enables children to explain things to
themselves and others (Kolbe, 2001, p.42). Freya then resumes 
drawing, adding large thicker lines over her first marks, thus 
making a shadow too.

When it was time to go inside, the girls gently
kissed their shadows goodbye.
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Angela Chang

The girls then brought with them their babies (as
they call the dolls) and a little problem emerged…
the baby could not be seen on the wall (they were
carrying the dolls in front of them).The challenge
was posed. How could the baby’s hand be seen on
the wall? Freya retreated while Miriam 
immediately engaged in trying out different
strategies. She looked at the shadow on the wall,
adjusted herself and the doll slowly and carefully.
‘It’s hard’ she said, pressing on. Freya observed the
entire episode and cheered when the shadow of
the doll’s hand appeared on the wall. It is insightful
watching how these two girls reacted to the 
challenge. Miriam used a very hands-on approach,
while Freya finds the solution through observation.
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In the second series from the side, bent limbs, bowed
backs and flying hair made the chore more complex, but
more obvious.The children struggled not to represent the
body in their usual way.They worked several drafts, and
poured over the photos telling each other what needed to
be drawn,‘there’s one arm and two hands here’. As they
drew, Isolde and Livie coached their hands, learning to
pause before they made a mark, referencing the photos,
restraining the impulse to draw as usual.

Chris would list out aloud what he would need to draw,
‘just one arm, and the rope in front’, and repeated this like
a mantra while drawing.As each of these three children
faced this challenge I realised that they continued to 
struggle with this difficult task because of the pleasure
skipping had given them in the beginning.The physical joy
of skipping propelled these youngsters to tackle an 
undertaking outside their comfort zone.

Isolde draws herself from side-on. Her technique was to make the bend in
the arms and legs show the action.

Chris draws himself skipping from-the-side.This is an extremely challenging
task. He at first drew himself with two hands, then discarded that as he could
only see one hand in the photo.

Livie draws herself from side-on. Usually very detailed in
decorative elements, she concentrates on depicting the
movement.

Only one
hand

Rope over head Bent neck I’m good at hands

Janet Robertson
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As they draw, they come across the first design problem. How will the
rabbit get the mail out of the box if it is on a post? 

Janet Robertson

Three children, 4 and 5 years old, are designing a letterbox for a wild 
rabbit that has a burrow in the playground. Over the previous month the
children have been in correspondence with the rabbit Hoppy, which has
been replying with letters written on leaves.The previous letterbox has
disintegrated as it was fashioned out of cardboard, and they have
determined to make one which will not come apart.After surveying staff
and students as to the variety of letterboxes available, they start to
design one.They eschew the ‘in-the-wall’ variety and decide upon a box
on a post.

Armed with this information the children begin designing in earnest.
Both Kate and Mei-Mei draw the stairs separate from the post.This initial
draft poses the problem about how Hoppy will get from the stairs to the
post. Mei-Mei solves this by adding a bridge. Katie, enamoured by 
Mei-Mei’s solution, adds a bridge to hers. However she has not drawn the
steps down to the bottom of the post, and Mei-Mei asks her, How will the
rabbit get from the ground to the steps? Kate adds a trampoline so that
Hoppy can bounce to the first step.

In this piece we see children making their theories and problems
visible, borrowing ideas from each other and mentally playing
with the problem. This blend of imagination and realism creates
an entirely novel solution to a design task tht has emerged from a
real provocation.
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We can make stairs, says Kate. But rabbits
can’t climb stairs, says a passing child.The
three are crestfallen until Kate says we
could see if Fizzy [the centre’s pet rabbit]
can go up stairs. So Fizzy is taken outside
to try out the steps, and she disproves the
theory that rabbits can’t climb.
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Isolde 5 years. Livie 5 years. Christopher 5 years.

During winter, when the air was crisp, I taught the 
children how to skip with a skipping rope.They took on
the task with seriousness and gusto. In one of the photos
I had accidentally captured one of the children in a jump,
her feet clearly off the ground.This caused great 
excitement; it seemed the image of frozen levitation was
magical to the children.They suggested that I take 
photos of every one’s ‘jump’.

These digital photos when viewed on the computer, gave
an impression of animation and the children spent a
morning enthralled as they literally made their images
jump. I realised that this was a wonderful opportunity to
research how children would draw motion.These three
children, like all children, have developed a personal
schema from drawing people. Comfortable with this 
representation, each child faced practical difficulties when
attempting to represent the actions of skipping.

At first the task was difficult, as I had
taken the photos front on. In these
images the body is more or less straight
up and down, and the only clue is that
the feet are not on the ground, or
uneven.

Isolde draws herself skipping in a sequence.
Note the arm position in each drawing.

Livie draws herself in a skipping
sequence: note the smaller feet in the
second drawing showing the jump.

Janet Robertson


